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What is Information Literacy?
The definition has changed because EVERYTHING has 
changed!



Authority Is Constructed and Contextual

Information Has Value

Research as Inquiry

Scholarship as Conversation

Searching as Strategic Exploration



Our Media Landscape has Changed:

● Students receive nearly all of their information 
online.

● Once-trusted news sources’ credibility is 
questioned.

● The availability of information has moved faster 
than our ability to understand it.

● All voices are elevated, muddying the waters of 
credibility, of whom to trust.

● Trusted sources, like Government websites, have 
changed.



Outside the Classroom
Students:

● Retreat into information bubbles

● Trust friends over credible sources

● Detach from consuming news or current events

● Believe misinformation, disinformation, or fake news

● Fall prey to schemes and scams or predatory online behavior

● Lose trust in all media content

● Lose trust in institutions

● Do not trust their own ability to find and seek real information



Challenge:
Our students need more help with information literacy 

skills...

Students:
● struggle to understand online content
● may not use credible sites
● are often confused as to what qualifies as credible
● either rely on non-credible sources or give up 

completely
● Are afraid to ask their instructor questions in class 

or go to office hours





Assessment Findings

2004:  Our students as good as everyone else, which isn’t that 
great.
2014:  Our students get some concepts but not others.

(Spoiler Alert:  Still not great.)



Score Distribution: 2014 InfoLit Assessment



A Concise Guide to Library Problems

You don’t know what you need.

We don’t have what you need.

What you need doesn’t exist.



Examples of InfoLit problems in 
the Writing Center

Student Papers and the misinformation minefield



Websites Students Use:

Assignment: 
Research Paper on 
Organic Food

Found: “The 
Organic Center”



A Quick Visit to the “Sources” page:



A Survey of Writing Center Tutors 
Finds Common Themes:
13%  say students cite authoritative, objective, and timely sources.

74% say students express frequent difficulty finding sources.

80% say the students mostly use Google or other search engines for research.



Other Comments 



Closing the loop

Library LibGuides

LIS101.com

Learning Communities

Increased Number of One-Shots



Library LibGuides
On the homepage click the big, gold button





The LC2 Learning Community
A new approach to an old problem!



Expectations and Implementations

Interact more critically with information 
sources 

Support arguments with credible research 

Understand how information is created, 
shared, and interpreted 

Decipher and interpret various forms of media 
as “artifacts” (articles, pictures, video clips, 
websites) 

Take ownership of an independent research 
process with confidence  

We hoped students 
would:

Met before the semester to establish common 
understandings/goals

Co-created complementary assignments

Mapped out the semester week-by-week

Spaced out our reading lists

Scouted the Internet for good examples of 
information artifacts

Interviewed students about their challenges 
with research

And so we:



English 102 In-Class Activities

1. Find out how much students know

2. Discuss what they see on a daily basis

3. Scaffolding of:
● website reading and analysis

● online article reading and analysis

● discernation of credible vs. non-credible material

1. Treat the research process as a scientific experiment
(question/hypothesis/discovery/assessment)

2. Scaffold incorporation of credible material into writing

3. In-class workshops and troubleshooting weekly



Assignments and Exercises
Eng 102:
Unbiased Assignment: 
● Understand scientific approach
● Practice with credible sources
● Draw logical, supported conclusions

Website Analysis Assignment
● Rhetorically analyze language
● Analyze visual messaging
● Investigate sources and links



The Media Research Project
102:
A group project required each student to view a television news show over a 
period of two weeks and write a rhetorical analysis based on background, 
structure, wording and tone, images, sounds, and biases.
105:
Research the background, funding, journalists, owners, and partnerships of the 
networks to create the intro to the assignment.

Results:
● Deep absorption of course material
● Engaged, higher-level critical thinking
● Robust class discussion
● Strong analysis in papers
● Interest in news and awareness of current events





Better Outcomes: Grades, Analysis, Class Discussions



Assignments and Exercises

Visual Literacy Exercise
In which we look at the tricks people use when presenting information in video format. 

Research Scavenger Hunt
In which we find interesting, relevant information within sources (as opposed to just finding 
the sources themselves). 

LIS 105



Better Library Outcomes
Students showed improvement!

More learning than in one-shots!

Still a small sample.



Curriculum Loopholes 

● Discrepancies in pre-college level schooling

● Media literacy not defined within CCC curriculum

● Students have not been taught about how to read online information 

or analyze websites or articles

● Students may not take English 102 or take it later in CCC career

● Instructors assume students know this material, or are receiving 

instruction elsewhere

● Media Literacy is not integrated into basic Gen Ed courses



Changes we can make
Collaborate with librarians during the assignment design phase.

Rent-a-tutor

Build learning communities with us around interesting themes.

Schedule multiple library visits to teach the entire research process.

In the Classroom:
● In-class demonstrations of searching for quality sources
● Scaffolding of incorporating research
● Q and A’s in every class
● In-class discussion of sample student papers



Change the Curriculum!
It’s time.


